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Forward

Dear colleagues of the publishing industry

It gives me a great pleasure to introduce to you hereafter this catalogue on “Arab Books Rights”.

In our perception, this catalogue is a true demonstration of our sincere desire to introduce our culture to other people particularly those in the West. It is simply an attempt to enlighten all about what we read and write. In our vision; all bookfairs are equally good chances for us to understand others and be understood. We are deeply convinced that we should spare no effort to share knowledge and exchange experiences, throughout translations and researches.

The catalogue is just the first step in this direction. We hope it will trigger a continuous and dynamic dialogue between Arab and Western minds. I sincerely hope that other steps will follow in the near future towards the same aim.

I would like to seize this opportunity to extend our thanks to all those who helped us to produce this catalogue and introduce it in this distinguished event of “Beirut World Book Capital”.

Mohamed Abdel Latif Talaat, President
Arab Publishers Association
The sum of books is culture, and not only books.

Seventy-eight publishers contributed to this catalogue, from Bahrain, Egypt, Emirates, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Tunisia. This makes this catalogue the most comprehensive of the Arab Publishers and the one that maintains the most important database produced until now. A special thanks, thus, to the publishers who contributed to this catalogue. I sincerely hope that they will be hundreds next time.

I also hope that Arab publishers will be able to meet serious challenges: voting representative federations, lobbying, serious effective lobbying, finding solutions to the problem of book distribution in the Arab World, defending concept of intellectual property, modernizing the publishing industry by introducing new professional habits such as literary agents, removing progressively censorship, popularizing the e-book in the Arab market, introducing freedom of expression, and, finally, building bridges with the western and Asian non-Arab publishers. And I truly believe that these challenges will be met soon.

This catalogue is also being printed in a special occasion, that of the declaration of Beirut World Book Capital. "World Book Capital" is a title bestowed upon a city by UNESCO in recognition of the quality of its programs to promote books and reading and the dedication of all players in the book industry. Until now, eight cities have been designated as World Book Capitals - and Beirut has been the ninth. The Strategy of Beirut World Book Capital, drafted by the Lebanese Ministry of Culture, has been mainly based on a call for partnership with civil society, the private sector, embassies and other ministries. To this call for partnership, the Arab Publishers Association responded quickly, first, by organizing a regional workshop with relevant case studies about the problem of book distribution in the Arab World, and second, by producing this catalogue. Beirut has gathered Arab publishers.

Moreover, Beirut is known as the meeting point between East and West. From Beirut, the World Book Capital, we felt the desire to update our literary production and present it to Western publishers.
It is well-known now that a society discovers itself by looking at another society, and, precisely, that West needs East to discover itself. What is hidden in all these Arab books and their History? This catalogue is an invitation to discovery.

“The best of a book is not the thought which it contains, but the thought which it suggests, just as the charm of music dwells not in the tones, but in the echoes of our hearts”, as Oliver Wendell Holmes said. Arab culture, its magic, its history and its secrets – all these are in its books.

Books to be discovered by you.

We, Arab publishers, are the custodians of a nation’s soul – for we believe that the sum of books is culture, and not only books.

Bachar Chebaro
President of the of Arab and International Relations Committee
Qalam-Writings from UAE- was created by ADACH in 2007 to nurture, encourage and promote creativity and talent for all Emiratis through the medium of writing.

**Light Drifts into Slumber**
EBTISAM ALMAULALLA

In the twelve stories of this first collection, Ebtisam Almu'allla develops an original blend of the traditional Emirati story telling with the latest in modern popular culture. At times, these stories reveal the profanities of what it means to suddenly confront oneself in a crowded yet lonely realm of modern day life.

**A Pure Road Beside You**
SAAD JOUMA

Saad Jouma, one of the most distinguished talents in modern Emirati literature, dedicates his fourth collection of poetry into the biography of love. Love is the predominant theme of his mostly short prose poems that collectively present a long poem, describing in a rich and inspired language, the very long and tragic road a lover has to take, inside himself, in order to reach the simple meaning of love.

**A Splendid Widow's Face**
FATIMA AL MAZROUI

In her first collection of short fiction, the young Emirati writer, Fatima Al Mazroui explores, the inner world of Emirati women, especially young ones, through 19 stories, with different themes and styles.

**The Five Fingers of Sadness**
MOHAMED HASSAN AHMED

In his first experience as a novelist, Mohamed Ahmad invests his craft as a screen writer, to tell the story of a young man disturbed deeply by the sudden death of his best friend, the photographer, who died with his wife and child, without acquiring the Emirati nationality.
Nobody
ABDULLAH ABDULWAHAB

The title of this first collection of poetry, and first book by Abdullah Abdulwahab, Nobody, reveals the mood of most of the short prose poems inside the book. Isolation, deep sense of loss, desperation, hunger for life, meaningless, etc.

Apocalypse Bus
RAWDA EL BLOUSH

The husband draws his wife into their bedroom where he asks her to watch him while he turns himself into a closet, and then invites her to go into the closet.
Academia International produces all types of books including encyclopedias, dictionaries, non-fiction, health, nutrition, education, science, children's books and self improvement. Academia International also co-edits books with international and governmental organizations.

**The She-Camel and the Lost Traveler**  
**CHADI FAKIH**

Having prepared his camel, a man sets off for a long journey into the desert. On the way, the camel runs away rendering him alone without any food or water. How does the man survive?

**Anahid's Lebanese Banquets**  
**ANAHID DONIKIAN**

This book contains more than 100 easy to prepare Lebanese recipes along with attractive illustrations.

**The Prophet and the Camel**  
**CHADI FAKIH**

After buying a camel a farmer starts mistreating it. The camel complains to the Prophet about the farmer's mistreatment. What does the Prophet do for the camel?

**Anahid's Oriental Sweets**  
**ANAHID DONIKIAN**

This book contains around 100 recipes for the most famous oriental sweets. It provides easy and convenient ways for preparing sweets along with illustrations.

**Regret**  
**CHADI FAKIH**

A story for youngsters, which teaches them that acting without thinking through the consequences can lead to mistakes.
3 Academic Book Centre

Amman - City center - Phais commercial compound - Po.Box: 1061 Amman 11732 Jordan
Tel : +962 6 4619511 - Mobile: +962 786070812

Basics of General Physics

This book is talking about the importance of physics, systems, modules, heat and mechanical relationship, how to extend the material with heat, light, vibration and movement of the body vibration in the center and on the properties of sound.

The preparation of school principal

The book is talking about, the general framework of research, the theoretical framework for the study, evaluating programs in calendar systems, methodological framework for the study, Sample of the study and selection, study tools, discuss the results of the study and development of school management and the change in the educational institutions.

Prospects for the development of school management

This book speak about re-invention of leadership and change in leadership, empowerment, development of emotional intelligence, management by using the programming of mind, total quality management, school management level, the processes of decentralization in educational administration.

Environmental education of the child

The author talks about safety and health of children in kindergarten, home, and the Environment. Islam's position of environmental education of the child, the impact of evolving technology on environment, the role of environmental awareness, suggestions, procedures and potential solutions of environment Problems.
Al Falah was established in 1989 with experience in journalism, distribution, political and economic and geopolitical academic research, sociology, law and jurisprudence. Accordingly, it decided to distribute scientific books, magazines, and journals and became well known for specialising in these genres.

**Criminal Judicial Sentences According to Islamic Divine Law**
*Hala Aris*

This book deals with the different types of Islamic criminal judicial sentences according to Islamic divine law (Shariah) and compares it with laws in Western countries. This book was originally a PhD thesis in law from the Lebanese University and received the award of the best literary production in Lebanon for the year 1996.

**The Experiment of Mohammad Al Kabeer: Lessons on Change and Advancement**
*Monir Shafik*

This book details Mohammad Ali Baasha’s confrontation with the Ottomans in his attempt to establish and modernize the state in Egypt.

**The Goodness of Zaayed and his Life of Giving**
*Khaled Al Kaseme*

This book discusses the attempt to establish the United Arab Emirates before the discovery of oil by Sheikh Zaayed Al Nahyan.

**Women, Motherhood and Divorce in Islamic Jurisprudence**
*Samia Abd Al Mawla Al Shaar*

A legal study evaluating Islamic jurisprudence on marriage, divorce and motherhood.
5 Aldar almasriya allubnaniya

Established in 1985 and had many Awards.

Islam without Doctrines
DR. MUSTAFA AL SHAKA

The diversity and multiplicity of doctrines and sects in Islam had ill effect on Islam and the Moslem power.

Encyclopedia of Islamic Architecture

This important encyclopedia diverts the attention towards the treasures of Islamic architecture, archeology and arts all over the world; starting from pre-Islamic epoch up till modern ages. The encyclopedia contains also figures, places and artistic terms glossaries.

Naguib Mahfouz
ANNUALS

The work, at hand, is the collected essays Mahfouz had written before the Noble prize (1974 - 1987). All titles reflected his deep concern and awareness of the current events, the public interest, the suffering of the people, and the major most effective, world and local, events at that time.
A Friday In every week
IBRAHIM ABDEL MEGUID

Most of the novels of the unique Egyptian novelist, Ibrahim Abdel Meguid, were translated into many foreign languages. His most recent novel (A Friday in Every Week) is in itself an innovation. It has unprecedented form which was not tackled before. Death, sex, politics, desperate characters, and anecdotes, pushed the plot to accelerate and added to the novel vividness, vitality and interest.

Our Beautiful language Punctuation marks
ABDEL TAWAB YOUSSEF

This series is about our beautiful Arabic language. This book is about punctuation marks. These marks are inserted between sentences to make them easily understood and followed by readers.
All Prints’ chief publications are in Arabic but they also translate many titles. Topics covered include politics, literature, architecture, cookery, childrens books and poetry.

**The Truth About Palestinian Resettlement**

*NADIA SHREIM*

This book discusses one of the most sensitive and controversial issues in Lebanon. It proposes solutions to the social, geographic and historical status of Palestinians in Lebanon and the minimal rights they hold.

**Arab Sufi Love**

*ADEL KAMEL AL ALDUSSI*

This book offers the reader a description of Sufi love, through rhythms and rhymes. It covers the mystical movement within Islam that seeks to find divine love and knowledge through direct personal experience of God.

**My Mother’s Lovers**

*HAJAR ABDEL SALAM*

A compilation of stories reflecting a complex mother-daughter relationship. Daring and compelling with breathtaking revelations. My Mother’s Lovers exhibits an intimate story of one woman’s journey into self discovery.
**History's Most Famous Trials**
KADERI KAL AJI

A collection of the world's most famous trials from Socrates' era to the 20th century. Based on extensive research, it presents background, arguments and evidence for cases that shaped history.

**Harun Al Rachid**
ABDEL JABAR AL JAWMARD

One of the greatest Abbasid Caliphs, Harun Al Rachid's reign was marked by scientific, cultural and religious prosperity. Art and music also flourished significantly during this time. Since he was intellectually, politically and militarily resourceful, his life and the court over which he held sway have been the subject of many fictional tales: in this book, the author reveals the reality of his background.

**Secret of Time**
TALAL HAIDAR

Talal Haidar is a pioneer of modern Arabic poetry.
Al-Qasimi Publications

The Return of Holako
THE DRAMATIC WORKS OF H.H. SH. DR. SULTAN BIN MOHAMMAD AL QASIMI – 1998

A play inspired by real historical events, offering new perspective on today’s issues. The author sees the “downfall” of Arabian culture as a recurring process in history, thus underlining the historical perspective of today’s painful reality. The names, places and events are all real, and every sentence reflects the ongoing tragedies and dilemmas of the Arab World.

The Case
THE DRAMATIC WORKS OF H.H. SH. DR. SULTAN BIN MOHAMMAD AL QASIMI – 2000

This play is a wake-up call for an Arab Islamic revival that is way past due.

Reality – A Copy of the Original
THE DRAMATIC WORKS OF H.H. SH. DR. SULTAN BIN MOHAMMAD AL QASIMI – 2000

This is a historically inspired play that deals with today’s Arab reality and provides encouragement towards unity and the struggle for freedom. This play is the final part of a trilogy of historical plays by the author.

Alexander the Great
THE DRAMATIC WORKS OF H.H. SH. DR. SULTAN BIN MOHAMMAD AL QASIMI – 2007

This is a true story inspired from the history of Alexander the Great, with a special emphasis on Asia and the Gulf. The author uses history to enlighten the contemporary life in the Gulf, the wars, the pains and the hopes in the region as a globalized world.

A Self Story
DR. SULTAN AL QASIMI

An autobiography about a young man, whose life has plenty of crucial events that describe a history of a whole nation. A combination of his very country and international interferences in a world of war. The young man was born in 1939, and he is now the head of state of Sharjah- UAE

Al Namrood
THE DRAMATIC WORKS OF H.H. SH. DR. SULTAN BIN MOHAMMAD AL QASIMI – 2008

For this story, the author drew his inspiration from the mythical life of Namrood of ancient Babylon with significant application on contemporary life. The play uses history to reflect the miseries, sufferings and weaknesses of life at the beginning of this new millennium, issues that affect each and every human being.
Al Roushoud publishing house focuses on university books and Islamic heritage. It also specializes in publishing Masters and Doctrines for post graduates. In addition, it publishes children’s books. It has 15 branches around the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as well as a branch in Cairo, Egypt.

**How Do You Teach Your Child Reading Skill?**
**DR. ABED AL LATIF HUSSEIN FARAJ**

This book discusses the majority of the child needs to be a considerable reader. It also lays the bases of the child reading, and the relationship between the child growing and reading.

**Why Do Your Child is Aggressive Against The Other Children?**
**DR. ABED AL LATIF HUSSEIN FARAJ**

How do you treat that? The author believes that education is life and a person’s preparation. In this book the writer lays many important factors which affect the child’s manners and behaviors like: growing, desires skills and moods.
Alulbait Establishment for Heritage Revival

P.O.Box: 25/984 - Beirut - Lebanon
Tel: +961-1-454 301/2/3 Fax: +961-1-454 301 E-mail: alalbayt@inco.com.lb

This publishing house uses the collective examination methodology in its approach to texts before their publication. A quarterly magazine “Turathuna” is also produced and it participates in scholarly conferences and book fairs.

Methodology of Examining Manuscripts
ALULBAIT EST. FOR REVIVAL OF THE HERITAGE

This book deals with the art of examination: it presents briefly the collective examination methodology adopted by Alulbait Est. for Heritage revival.

Asking Allah for Proper Guidance
SAYYID ALI BIN MOUSSA BIN TAWOOS AL HASANI AL HILLI (664 AH)

Al istikhara is asking Allah Almighty for proper guidance for doing or not doing something specific.

Criticism of Men
SAYYID MUSTAFA BIN AL HUSSEIN AL HUSSEINI ATTAFREESI

An alphabetical list of men ( rijāl). It is published in 5 volumes.
Attainment of Means and Extraction of Propositions
THE LAST OF THE TRADITIONISTS SHEIKH
HUSSEIN ANNOURI [1320 AH]

An important encyclopedia on
Narration and men (ijlal) in
the world of Narration, doctrinal
writings and jurisprudence. It is published in 30
volumes.

The Best Expertness in Interpreting
SHEIKH MOHAMAD HUSSEIN AL ASFAHANI
[1361 AH]

An interpretation of the book
(Kifayat Al Ousul) by
Akhwand Sheikh Mohamad
Kathem Al Kharasani. It is
published in 5 volumes.
10 Al Mouassassa Al Haditha Lil Kitab

P.O.Box: 24 - Tripoli - Lebanon
Tel: +961-6-424 233, Fac: +961-6-424 233  E-mail: alhadithabooks@hotmail.com

Al Mouassassa Al Haditha Lil Kitab was established under the name of «Al Maktaba Al Haditha» in 1980. To date they have published around 400 books as well as dictionaries.

**Civilizations Between Struggle and Dialogue**
*MEKHÄEL MASSOUD & SAJIE JOUBEILY*

Divided into four sections, this book is a comprehensive study of information, sources, references and language. It discusses the relationship between geography, people and civilizations.

**Globalization**
*IMAO YOUNES*

This study is divided into four chapters discussing the concept, definition, development, stages and targets of globalization.

**Lebanon and Syria During the Ottoman Restoration Period (from 1840 – 1880)**
*AMAL BACHOUR*

Divided into three parts, this book deals with a conflicting epoch in Syria and Lebanon during the Ottoman period in the second half of the 19th century.

**The Sufi Authors Dictionary**
*MHAMMAD DERNAYA*

A unique biographic dictionary of more than 1600 Sufi authors. It attempts to show that Sufi authors were not just jurists but narrators, speakers, interpreters, mathematicians, chemists, physicians, linguists, poets, scholars, politicians, ministers, judges and muftis.
The Human Kingdom... First crossing
KHALED KATTAA

This story speaks about a young boy who has the ability to delve into the human self in which he sees a big wide world of feelings, thoughts, and knowledge taking the shape of human images. He speaks to them. He touches their bad and good traits. He witnesses their conflicts. All this happens in parallel to the interesting events of his life.

The Echo
ZAKERIA AL ZAIM

A collection of thoughts and short stories. Some of them are social, traditional or religious. They all reflect some kind of shadows between past and present.
Arab Diffusion Company was established in 1997 and to date has published over 700 titles. From the outset, Arab Diffusion Company has worked in collaboration with other Arab publisher’s and cultural institutions. Every month it publishes the Al Kashkool magazine electronically for free, and a print version. Arab Diffusion company also owns "My Book", which publishes children’s literature.

**The Rise of Shi’a Thought**  
**MUKHTAAR AL ASADI**

For a long time Shi'a thought was without horizon, antiquated and suffered from isolation. In addition, free Shi'a thinkers feared terror and assassination. These essays take a rational and critical approach towards sectarian dogmas. They are also an attempt to open the gate for Shi'a thought to proceed freely.

**Religion and the Monopolization of Truth**  
**WATHIQ GHAZI**

The idea behind the book is to discuss the monopolization of truth by religion. The message of this book is that no single religion possesses the truth and that there is no religion that claims to do so.

**Martyrdom Through the Interpretation of Al Tabari**  
**WAFIA AL DARISI**

Jihad has been the subject of many contemporary studies. How does the Quran see martyrdom and how do traditions and the subsequent texts handle the matter?
The Image of Women in Shi'a Folklore
MUHAMMAD AL KABBAAZ

The Arab-Islamic heritage has been a battlefield between rationality and passiveness, critique and blind obedience, doubt and certainty and following dogma and reason. This text analyses Shi’a folklore and the way women have been represented and viewed over the years.

The Crossing Rituals in Islam
ABID AL RAHIM BUHAHA

This is a contemporary study of the theological sources and traditions of the Prophet Mohammed.

Arab Imagination in the Traditions of the Prophet
MOUJSEF AL JAZZAAR

This book presents miracles that happened at various points of the Prophet Muhammad’s life. This is not a theological study nor a study of religion. Instead, it is a journey into islamic culture and a study of the effect of this culture on the lives of communities through the ages.
In 1969 the Arab Institute for Research and Publishing was founded and since then has published serious works committed to Arab issues, at the forefront is the issue of Palestine.

**Tobacco Keeper**

**Ali Bader**

Tobacco Keeper is a novel about an Iraqi Jewish violin player killed in Baghdad in 2006 by religious armed groups. The main theme of the book is Iraq after the fall of Saddam Hussein's regime, and the flight of foreign journalists to neighboring countries, and the invention of a new job called the black writer. This is an Iraqi journalist who reports from inside Iraq but the report is registered by a foreign journalist who lives in Amman or Beirut.

**Root of Passion**

**Huzama Habayebi**

The novel traces the lives of five Palestinian men delving into a past filled with frustrations, be it sexual, emotional, social or political, which continue to haunt a frustrated present.

**The Lady from Tel-Aviv**

**Rabia al Madhoun**

The “Lady from Tel Aviv” explores the contradictory feelings of a Palestinian writer, an Israeli actress and the son of a well known Arab leader. A controversial relationship between the three of them is formed and the story focuses on their efforts to overcome their fears and hostility.
The War on Gaza
RAWYA BURNO

The book talks about the experience in treating Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) caused by the Zionist war on the Gaza Strip. It consists of 7 chapters and is mostly documented by photographs.

Political C.V Baghdad-Amman 2003-2006
ATA ABDUL WAHAB

This book covers the four year period after the change of the regime in Iraq. The book deals specifically with the author’s work in the Governing Council in Baghdad in his capacity as a deputy member of the council, and then as the Iraqi Ambassador in Amman.
In 1987 Arab Scientific Publishers was established to cater for Arab readers' demand for knowledge about computers. It translated and Arabized books from the English and acquired Arabic language publishing rights from leading international publishers. Books for children and the family were also published, followed by titles on health, sports, management, and later fiction books.

**Faces in broken mirrors**  
MONA AL SHARAFI TAIM

A year in a person's life is a chain of scenes that may pass as fast as lightening appears and disappears. We tell each other that we didn't even feel the year pass by... However, when we playback and rewind the tape of the year's events, we discover that this single year held a lifetime of root changes and developments that played an essential role in changing the course of our lives. The novel "Woujouh Fi Maraya Moutakassira" i.e. "Faces in broken mirrors" is a year of events that begins in a new year and ends in the beginning of the next year.

**Conspiracy of the Adversary**  
ALI HARBB

The author believes that there is a need for a new strategy to manage identities, problems, countries, and international relations.

**The Time of White Horses**  
IBRAHIM NASRALLH

With the decline of Ottoman rule and the beginning of the English Mandate in Palestine, the mission of the hero of the book takes shape. He reflects his people's aspiration to develop a national identity. By tracing the history of a Palestinian village, the Life of three generations of a family, Ibrahim Nasrallah symbolizes the tragedy of the Palestinian people through three epochs: the rule of the Ottoman Empire, the British Mandate and the Nakba (catastrophe) of 1948. Committee of Judges, The International Prize for Arabic Fiction (Booker Prize).

**Tyranny of Domination and Sexual Corruption in "One Thousand and One Nights"**  
MOHAMMAD ABDULRAHMAN YOUNES

The writer steps behind the walls of the harem palaces, investigating and researching the relationships between their dwellers, their behavior, plots and secret affairs.
Little Moslems
MENNAH BAKKAR

A series of 5 stories where young readers meet the twins Tarek and Jana. Join them and their friends on a journey to discover what it means to be a Moslem and learn about the Five Pillars of Islam.

The Healthy Arabic Kitchen
LANA FAYED

More than 150 healthy recipes with ingredients, preparation steps, and the number of calories for each dish.
Established in 1980, As-Salam publishing house is a member of the Lebanese publishers' union. As Salam not only publishes its own books independently but also cooperates with other publishing houses.

I Seek a Nation
MOHAMMAD ALI MOUSSA

This book tackles the national structure of Lebanon and the difficulties impeding the revival of a healthy Lebanese nation. It is argued that politicians and religious leaders put their personal interests before the interests of the nation. The book calls for honest action and thought in order to begin the recovery of the nation.

Education is the Key Issue: Perceptions and Expectations
MOHAMMAD ALI MOUSSA

This book discusses the patriotic principles endorsed in the Lebanese Constitution for the formation of the country and citizens. It is argued that education is the key in solving Lebanon's social and political problems. The author hopes that people involved in education such as teachers and students find the book an aid towards effective work.
Established in 1998 ASALA specializes in publishing children’s books in Arabic and now has more than 350 titles. Its books are now being distributed in most Arab countries and have also reached France, Australia, and North America.

I am Searching for a Hobby
Samar Mahfouz Baraj
A comic story, which focuses on a clumsy little girl who searches for a hobby and in the process makes a mess at home.

Halloum and Rihan
Fatima Sharafeddine
This is a story about a Polar bear and an African bear, who have to move due to weather and environmental changes. The two bears exchange their experiences about their life-styles, environment, food, and activities and try to live together.

My Dream
Fadia Htaie
A girl takes a break from studying and reads a book. This sets off her imagination and she dreams that she is a princess.

Everything about Myself!
Caroline Harmadeh
This book is based on the "Myself" theme. It introduces Ghadi to the reader, his body organs, five senses, family members, food, toys, and hobbies.

If I Were...
Ahmad Tai
With the help of a fairy, an energetic sculptor has his dream of being the strongest man come true. In his adventure, he is as strong as the sun, the clouds, and the wind.
**Personalities and experiences**  
RAJAE ELNAKASH

In this book, "Personalities and Experiences," the author pays attention to present a flow of wisdom and sincere enlightenment to the reader by revealing some aspects in a life of a group of prominent personalities that play a vital role in our social and political life in addition to explanation of some situations that influence the lifestyle of societies whether in the Arab or foreign countries.

---

**Guards of the jew temple**  
FARID EL FALUJI

This book talks about Mossad outer operations during 50 years of assassinations, kidnapping and scandals. In 1789, during a speech in the occasion of setting the code of the United Sates, President Benjamin Franklin, the president of the United Sates of America stated that the Jews have corrupted the morals and spoiled the commercial dealings anywhere they stepped in.

---

**Clinical Death Synopsis**  
SLAH ALI TAHA

This book answers the following question: What are the stages of man's creation? And what are the death stages? Which one leaves the body first on death: the soul or the secret of life in the body? Is everyone who passed away is a dead person? What is the difference between being dead and passing away? Does the clinically-dead person feel pain, and so he must be anesthetized during human organs transplants operations? How can the fetus continue living inside his mother's belly after the brain stop working?

---

**Media in the Educational Institutions**  
DR. HANAN YUSSEF

In this book, the reader will be faced with two major gateways: Media as an educational means in the educational institutions, and as an educational project through the educational radio and television; their goals, methods of handling them and producing the presented lessons through this.
The Problems of the Arabic waters
MUHAMMED BARAKAT

This book is regarded as an extended study on the water level in the Arab world, the allocation of the individual in the present and future. It also shows the clear shortage in these allocations, the matter that negatively affects the general status of economy in our Arab Region.

In the spotlight
RAJAE EL NAKASH

This book is a dedication to those who believe in the value of man’s struggle and its importance, even if its results are modest. This book is dedicated to those who plant flowers not those who cut them, hoping to find a character that may lit a candle for them and provide them with warmth.

Medication from Nutrition
DR. SHARIFA ABU ELQOUTAH

This book makes you able to choose your nutrition to prevent and treat you from diseases. Food is longer something you just desire and always like eating, but some of it has become a medication that cures, and a protective shield to protect us from diseases. It has been proven by the scientific researches that there are a lot of hidden components which are found in some kinds of food, and these components have the ability to fight diseases and speed up recovery.

Taamolat

The book is a compilation of personal experiences lived by the author himself or through his readings or contacts with different classes of people.
Was established in Amman-Jordan in 1991, with a cultural and informational drive, in the first place; taking into consideration the need to affirm the book industry.

**The Dust Pillars**
ELIAS FAROUKIH

It's a 310 – Pages novel whose first edition was published in 1996.

**Limbo Land**
ELIAS FAROUKIH

This novel's first edition was published in 2007 to be short listed in 2008 for Arab Booker Awards in its first session. It's made up of 233 pages. Moreover, it won the 2008 literary award which is granted by the Jordanian Writers Association. Through its diverse Arabic characters, the trilogy constitutes a social and political survey performed during the years 1948 until the invasion of Iraq.

**The Figure of Foam**
ELIAS FAROUKIH

The novel's first edition was published in 1987 and won the State Award in Jordan. It was considered one of the 100 most important Arabic novels which were published in the 20th century. It's a 307-page novel that constitutes the first part of an announced novelistic trilogy.

**A Matter of Time**
MONTASER AL - QAFFASH

It's the Egyptian author's second novel – that was published in 2008. In this 110 – Pages novel, he tries to reveal the objectivity of imagination when it springs from a real incident through a sequence of thoughts that makes the reader hesitate whether to believe what takes place on the logical level or what the novel makes clear breaking conventionality and familiarity.
Bayt Alhikmah was established in the year of 1995. It has ever since persisted in working on two aspects:
- Spreading out knowledge and culture.
- Overcoming the obstacles that stand in the way of communication between the book and the reader.

**Stories of the Arabs**
**WADDAH MAJD EDDIN AL-KHATEEB**

Lots of books have gathered fragments of stories from our Arabic and Islamic history. Yet, what distinguishes this book amongst them all is the fine quality of the standards upon which these stories have been chosen. It is rich with incarnations of the values and meanings which thrived in our civilization at times when it had no other competitor.

**The Damascene Families encyclopedia**
**DR. MUHAMMAD SHAREEF ADNAN ALSAWAF**

It is a brief encyclopedia that mirrors genuinely the exploits of the Damascene families and their scions. Moreover, it offers the generations the opportunity to be cognizant with the glorious history of their ancestors, as a motivation for them to enhance the unity among the single family members, the correlation between the individuals in the society, and the diligent work on the sons' behalf to carry on with the constructive accomplishments.

**Experiences Have Tought Me**
**ABDULHAMID BIN MUHAMMAD ALHADI QABEH**

This book is the extract of knowledge and the life experiences of a learning seeker. All left in your hands - dear reader - and put down to you plainly, without any affectation, driven by his faith that pointing out the good is an ever rewarding deed.

**The Sunna and the Shiin**
**DR. MUHAMMAD SHAREEF ADNAN ALSAWAF**

In the journey of the Islamic civilization, lots of intellectual schools have thrived, and the door was open for research work in regards of the Islamic issues, yet within the rules of Sharia and logic. Hence, scientists and studies have come forward with considerably advantageous participations, which led eventually to the crystallization of different schools of the Islamic jurisprudence.
The Centre for Arab Unity Studies specialises in research in social sciences in the Arab world. The Centre publishes a monthly journal called “Al Mustaqbal Al Arabi” and prepares and publishes other studies, it has published 670 studies and organised 44 seminars to date.

**Post-Cold War Russian Strategy and its Repercussions in the Arab Region**  
LAMA MUDHER AL AMARAH

The author sees the Russian strategy in the Post-cold war as subject to the challenges it encounters domestically and externally.

**Democratic Elections: Theory and Practice in the Arab World**  
ALI KHALIFA ALKUWARI

The papers and discussions deal comprehensively with the nature of elections in a number of countries including Lebanon from the standpoint of mechanics, goals and participating factions as well as international monitoring. The study also deals with the political dimensions -both parliamentary and local - of elections over the last thirty years.

**City of Widows: An Iraqi Woman’s Account of War and Resistance**  
HAIFA ZANGANA

The book narrates the author’s life in Baghdad, where she witnessed wars, engaged in armed struggle, and strove for women’s rights. It is also an attempt to shed some light on Arab and Muslim women’s contributions in building modern history as a reaction against local and external challenges that overwhelmed their devastated environment.
From the Arab Renaissance to Modernity
ABDELILAH BELKEZIZ

This book addresses some of the prominent conceptual themes of Arab modernism such as: the nation state, secularism and historicism by examining analytically the work of the intellectual proponents of these from the 1960s up to the present day.

Macro-Economic Policies and Poverty With Special Indication to the Arab World
SALIM TAWFIQ AL NAJAFI & AHMAD FATHI ABDUL MAJID

The Arab world is rife with economic and social dilemmas. The most recent of these crises is the occupation of Iraq and its repercussions such as the expanding hegemony of the capitalist order over the economies of Arab countries. The book attempts to explain concepts pertinent to poverty, its distribution and the nature of the mechanisms which produce it. In addition it examines predisposing factors that have served to perpetuate poverty in Arab societies.
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Saqi Library was founded in 1979 in London, the first Arabic library in the United Kingdom. Two sections were founded later in the Middle-East.

One hundred eighty sunsets
HASSAN DADUO

This novel takes place in al-Zahraniya where war, division and animosity grow in silence. The novelist describes the ups and downs of the place, as if in its rise and sunset, a metaphor of a country that was bright and then it turned off.

A night in dubai
HANI NAKSHABANDI

A skyscraper spurted outside her window. In one night it reached a hundred stories and still making it's way up. The building had completely blocked the sunlight from entering her bedroom. She got frightened and began to wonder: "Who am I?" She couldn't remember her name.

Atayef Street
ABDULLAH BIN BAKHEET

The novel tells the story of the afflictions of the Saudi village of 'al-Ruwaids', and one of its quarters in particular, that of Hilat Ibn Bakheet. The author delves into three closely linked subjects through friends: the shame of sexual violation and a way of life that is dominated throughout by feelings towards it, slavery and bondage in Saudi Arabia through the character of a slave who has been set free and the pain of searching for one's self in a closed and racist society.

Memoirs of Randa the Transexual
HAZEM SAGHIEH

"If there was fault, it wasn't mine. I was a three-month-old fetus when I was exposed to more estrogen than I did to testosterone," and the doctors said that would result to a girl appearing in the form of a boy, and vice versa. Was I able to do anything to change that?
The story starts with a German photographer taking pictures of a professional singer at a concert. The relationship between the two develops from mutual admiration to a stormy love affair taking them from one secret rendezvous to another, to various European cities. Frustrated by their repeated separations, they decide to start a game: to write openly to each other about their daily experiences.

“I know nothing about what lies beyond your clothes... Beyond our house, everything is consumed.” This is the story of a forbidden love between a young girl and her father. The Cursed Novel was written with much courage by Syrian writer and poet, Amal al Jarrah, mid-last century. She won the Majallat al-Hasna Award in 1967, but the book wasn’t published at the time.

Each has a story. But they are brought together by their marital unhappiness, which they are forced to bear on their own. The husbands are absent and indifferent, amusing themselves elsewhere in a world, which places no constraints on them.
Ladies of the Moon
JOKHA AL HARI THEE

A novel that tells the socio-political and emotional changes that occur in Sultanate of Oman to the present, and narrates, in a simple and beautiful language, the miseries of those people who have everything and those who do not possess anything.

Dream of the first Night
LAYLA AL OTHMAN

The complex story of an obsessed boy who cuts tails of domestic animals. Why is he doing this? What are the political, social and psychological implications of his deeds?

Icon of Fire
JAMAL HOUSNI

A novel that bears the odors of the local village in Upper Egypt, the sincerity of portraying details from a specific period of history in which this village looses its soul in the devastating jam of the city.

Milk of Pears
SAMIA ISSA

The heroine of this novel is beautiful (Sadiqa), wife of the militant Ahmad – Ahmad died, leaving Sadiqa with three kids in a refugee camp in Lebanon. Sadiqa runs away, falls in many traps, looses her children, her integrity, her soul...

Sama, Saama and Samia
SAFI SAFI

Bilal and Ziad, two militants, turn to become intellectuals after the Oslo peace agreement. This novel narrates the love relationship between Bilal and his three lovers, on one hand and Ziad and his three lovers on the other hand. A novel balancing between madness, love and defeats.
The main objective of our publishing house is to publish and distribute books on English linguistics, Arabic linguistics, education, and religious studies, especially on Islam and comparative religion. One of our top priorities is to propagate Islam through books, in both English and Arabic. Our books are in English or Arabic.

Dictionary of Islamic Terms
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

This is an English-Arabic dictionary and an Arabic-English dictionary of Islamic terms. It includes the main terms of the Holy Quran, Prophet Muhammad’s sayings, and Islamic theology.

Study Skills (in Arabic)
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

It is a rare Arabic book in its field. It trains the university student on how to study, how to read, how to learn by heart, how to listen, how to take notes, how to use the library, and how to write. The book also provides a variety of exercises.

Comparative Linguistics
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

It is a book that compares English to Arabic regarding nouns, verbs, adjectives, sentence patterns, voice, clause, and most grammatical aspects. It has 16 chapters with exercises. It can be used as a textbook for university students in the English Department.

Life with Two Languages (in Arabic)
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

It is a book demonstrating the types of bilingualism and its effects on society, individuals, learning process, politics, and the human mind. This book can be used as a textbook at the departments of Arabic Language, Sociology, and Applied Linguistics.
How to Write a Research Paper (in Arabic)
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

It is a book that shows the university students how to write a research paper for a certain course, how to choose the paper and the steps of writing it, how to use the library, how to obtain the data required, how to document and print the paper… etc. It is a unique Arabic book in this field.

Common Structures in the Arabic Language (in Arabic)
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

It is a book that studies how common the Arabic structures are, both on morphological and syntactic backgrounds. For instance, which is more common, the nominal sentence or the verbal? This book is a rare study in this field.

A Dictionary of the Holy Quran
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

It is an (Arabic-English) dictionary which gives the equivalents of the Arabic vocabulary items in English. This dictionary aims at helping the reader of the Holy Quran understand the meaning of Arabic words via their English equivalents.

Transformational Grammar of the Arabic Language
(in Arabic)
MUHAMMAD ALI ALKHULI

It is a book that goes through the transformational theory and applies it on the Arabic Language. It is a rare book and among the first books in its field if not the first book ever.
Dar Alfarabi was founded in 1956. It has always been committed to the cause of the underprivileged and to the defense of democratic freedoms, liberation and progress.

Ibn Rushd and his Philosophy
FAVAR AH ANTOUN

Published in 1903 in Alexandria, this book provides us with an insight into the culture of Egypt, Syria, Iraq, and Arab Maghreb at the time of Ibn Rushd.

"Wii [OUI]. So, I'm not Ifranji"
KHALIL KHOURY

This new book consists of a different criticism with respect to customs and ways of life is not without utility and it is wrapped in a comical envelope that intends to be serious, giving a delectable novel.

Arab Island Before Islam
BOURHAN EL DIN DELLO

This book examines the economic, social, cultural, political, and religious history of the pre-Islamic period.

The sectarian State
MAHDI AMEL

The change of the State in which the communities are communities, can make the society become homogeneous, even with the multiplicity of communities, no agreement and no reconciliation between the institutional presence of communities, and the existence of the one central State. The essential condition for the existence of the central state.

Material Leanings in Arabic and Islamic Philosophy
HUSSEIN MDOUE

This book examines the history of Arab and Islamic philosophy.
Encyclopaedia of Mythology
MOHAMMAD AJINA

This book relates the history of ancient Arabs, their dogmas and their connection with Arabic literature.

Terrorism in the Arabian Peninsula
ISHAQ SHEIKH YAQUB

Imagination and creativity are above theology and humanity, and above worship and transactions both within the metaphor codes of their symbolism; they transcend in the conscience of worship and transactions and they purify it from the filth of the darkness, toughness, extremism and terrorism.

Poetic says
DR YUMNA EL-EID

This book deals with the problematic of modern poetry and poetic of Arab poetry, on the background of emphasizing the relationship between poetry and reference, in particular the living references, as their influence is not only in the structures of poetic expression, but also, mainly, in the questions posed on its aesthetic values and poetic standards.

Religious Expression about Social Conflict in Islam
MUSTAFA AL TAWATI

The author discusses two issues around religion: the relationship between religion, particularly Islam, with Marxism, and the relationship between Muslims and Islam today.

Arabic music in the twentieth century
ELIAS SAHAB

This book is an overview (panorama) of the main features and phases of the Arabic classical music of the twentieth century. It is worth noting that the book entered just in the details of the trends that have gained a comprehensive Arab public, for reasons we will not consider in this book.
Dar Al Hadaek specialises in publishing and distributing magazines and books for children in Arab countries. It has published more than 400 different books for children of all ages, and has received a number of local and international awards.

**Mother: Do you Love Me?**
*DINA SHIRARA*

It is the story of Sari and his mother who felt that his mother was detached from him. He went to her and reluctantly pulled her dress saying: Mummy .... Do you love me?

**Happiness and Sadness**
*NABIHA MHEIDLY*

Their teacher was going to tell them a story. The story begins sad and continues sad. The children were not happy. However, the sadness became happiness.... Then more happiness and indescribable happiness. The hero of the story was not an ordinary person. It was the Prophet Mohammad’s story. That boy who was born orphan and lived orphan.

**I Love (The drawing and the Word Series)**
*NABIHA MHEIDLY*

An interactive book to lead the child to discover the name and the color and write them in the appropriate place on universe so as to love all colors, just as Mazen, who can’t imagine the world without colors, does.
(Won the prize of the Multara Al-Arabi for the Publishers of Children’s Books in 2009).

**I love Fruits**
*NABIHA MHEIDLY*

It is a research story. A kid who loves fruits very much and he is willing to make a research starting from observation, experimenting and concluding. All in an amusing and ironical way.
The Indian Merchant and the Sindi Parrot
NABIHA MHEIDLY

The tale of the shrewd parrot that lived in a cage belongs to an Indian merchant, and that was able to free itself.

Ignored Advice
ZAKARIYA TAMER

Animals of this book talk to one another in a simple language. The stories always end with a lesson that, in most cases, solves the problem or offers a valuable advice.

This Is How Colors Change

How does white color turn into red or yellow or black? And how does black color turn into yellow, red, green and white. There are many causes for these changes that the book demonstrates.

Lal’s jug
NABIHA MHEIDLY

It is the story of an Indian poor man called Lal, who used to hate his jug and call it a lazy or useless jug. He would almost certainly throw it away, had he not been so poor.

The Mermaid
ZAKARIYA TAMER

Once a girl told her mother: “I want to become a fish” and when the mother asked for a reason, the girl said: “because fish never go to school, they live freely as nobody gives them orders”. The mother couldn’t convince her daughter that she was wrong. The girl achieved her wish in her imagination. Unfortunately. She realized how much she was wrong and hated her wish.

The Shopping List
NABIHA MHEIDLY

Yassir whom the children have known since his early childhood, accompanies them in this book, and notice how his writing developed from merely scratching to clear and readable handwriting.
Dar Al Hadi was founded in 1990 with a commitment to producing non-mainstream, high-end publications and academic research products. It's yearly publications top 100 new releases in philosophy, politics, religion, spirituality, children's books, poetry and linguistics. It also has an Arabization policy translating world-renowned Western authors into Arabic.

**Love in Sufism**  
YEHYA M. RADI AL SHIQAD

Ibn 'Arabi is one of the world's great spiritual teachers. His writings and studies were masterpieces of poetry, philosophy, and mysticism. This is one of numerous books to celebrate the unique and exceptional works of Ibn Arabi, most notably on the diverse aspects of [universal] love within the broader contexts of comparative philosophy, culture, religion, and mysticism.

**Muslims & Secularism**  
TARIK RAMADAN

One of the most enduring struggles Muslims have had to live with, in their daily lives, was that of assimilation in secular societies. This book addresses Muslims rights and obligations in secular regimes, and argues that it is possible for Muslims to live under such regimes, and to lead their daily lives without relinquishing their religious beliefs, heritage, and identity.

**The New Crusades Revisited**  
MUSTAFA YDUSEF AL LADAWI

The rise to power of the Christian-Zionist Neoconservatives and their ideology over the past few decades had tremendously impacted the politics of confrontation and the assault on the Islamic world in the post 9/11 era. The book offers a fresh approach to relations between the West and the Muslim world, for a better understanding that would lead to mutual cooperation and peaceful coexistence.

**The Ideology of Terrorism**  
MOHSEN WAHEEB ABD

The definition of terrorism, both linguistically and as a tool of political violence, is still a controversial issue. Arab and Muslim countries have long been portrayed as rogue or terrorist states by the West and their allies. As the majority of so-called "rogue states" happen to be Muslim nations, Islam, has been depicted as a religion that endorses and perpetuates terrorism as a legitimate means to attain specific objectives.
Dar Al Hafez looks forward to serve the Arabic society by developing the kids education. So it endeavors by co-operating with contrapuntal writers and breeders to work together on producing various works: CDs, Books and cassettes to give the usefulness to the kids in a big professional project, that the Arabic Childhood deserves.

**Osama’s Diary**
MANAL MAHJOUB

Osama is a cute and clever child who likes fun, entertainment and likes to tell you his diary for the interesting and sweet adventures in an atmosphere filled with wonderful childlike benefits and advices.

**Educational trip in the human body**
IMAN ALZAFZAFI

A fun ride in the human body helps the child recognize the main parts of the body in a scientific, funny and interesting way with photos and illustrations that make it easier for the child to absorb scientific information.

**Masa’s Diary**
MANAL MAHJOUB

Masa is a nice and smart child who likes fun and entertainment and she likes to tell you her dairy of interesting adventures in an atmosphere filled with wonderful childlike benefits and advices.

**Creative scientists**
ZAKI NASSIF

Life stories of scientists that their names were recorded in history through their achievements and scientific discoveries that contributed to the staggering human civilization.

**A Verse and a Story**
MAHA ALI

Tales and adventures of daily exciting events, finished under the guidance of an honest verse that direct the behavior of the family. Stories of which events are taking place within the home.
Pillars of Islam
DR. WEHBE ZOUHAILI

This work presents a detailed explanation of the pillars of Islam with easy and childish pictures under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Wahba Al Zohely to be an excellent job from all scientific and directorial aspects.

Prophetic speech and a story
MANAL MAHJOUB

Tales and adventures of daily events of an exciting stories that finished with a guidance prophetic speech exemplified to guide the behavior of the family which events of its stories are taking place within the home.

Stories from the Holy Qur'an

Stories given to us by the Holy Quran to take lessons of wisdom. Made in interesting manner, and directed by wonderful graphics to give our children the interest and pleasure.

Omahat AL Mo'menen
HAISAM HAFEZ

A wonderful book that talks about the life stories of Omahat AL Mo'menen. That every young Muslim should learn from it the Islamic life style.

Diary of a Muslim child

Encyclopedia of educational learning to explain to the child through guidance, educational and expressive illustrations the correct behavior and also shows him the wrong actions to prohibit the child from them.
One of the largest publishing houses in the Arab world, Dar Al Jil was founded in 1971 and has published more than 3,000 titles.

**Experimental Herbal Medicine**  
BELGACEM NASRI

A book of traditional Arab herbal medicine.

**A Comprehensive History of Arabic Literature**  
HANNA AL FAKHOURY

This is a 2 volumes study of the literature of the Arab world: its history, personalities and facts.

**History of Arab Sciences**  
MOHAMMAD ABDUL RAHMAN MARHABA

Avicenne, Al Ghazali and Averoece are all famous names in Arab Sciences. These scientists were able to come up with theories and make discoveries which explain algebra, maths, chemistry, physics as well as sociology and psychology.

**The History of Arabic Philosophy**  
HANNA AL FAKHOURY & KHALIL AL JAR

This is the history of Arab philosophy, with details of both philosophy and philosophers.
Dar Al Kitab Al Arabi is a publishing, translation, editing, printing and distribution house. Its publications range from a selection of children's books to humanities, religion, poetry, politics, current affairs, Islamic legacy, and self-improvement.

**Struggle for Islam**  
RADWAN EL SAYYED

This book surveys the religious, cultural and strategic pillars of the attempts to capture the spirit of Islam. The prospects of moving away from the impasse of radicalism, conflicts with the world and the cultural and military attacks on Arabs and Moslems under the pretext of a war on terrorism are explored.

**End of Life and Purgatory**  
HAYTHAM JDMAA HILAL

The soul, life and death are discussed using Quranic verses and the Hadith as the basis for the discussion.

**Arab Myths and Stories of Bravery**  
ADEL ANWAR KHODOR

Arab and Moslem heroic stories and their most prominent champions are introduced to readers.
The Orthodox Caliphs
MOHAMED REDA

This book deals with the lives of the Orthodox Caliphs: Abu Bakr Al Seddiq, Omar Ibn Al Khattab, Othman Ben Affan and Ali Ben Abi Taleb.

Modern Islamic Politics
RADWAN EL SAYYED

This book deals with a series of studies that tackle the various manifestations of modern Islamic Thought, focusing on its nature along with its development.

Stories of the Prophets
EBN KATHIR

Prophets included in this book are: Adam, Noah, Saleh, Ibrahim Elkhalil, Joseph, Joab, Jonas, Moses, Joshua, Georges, Elias, David, Solomon, Zachariya, Yahya and Jesus amongst others.
Dar Al Kotob Al Ilmiyah (DKI) was established in 1971 and it is considered now as one of the largest publishing houses in the Arab World with more than 4,500 titles of books. The mission DKI has always worked on is “to enrich the Arabic and Islamic Library”.

**Communication without the use of tongue**  
*DR. MAHDI AS'AD ARAR*

An Award-winner of best book written in the arts, literature and humanities in 2008 from the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Science - Kuwait. In this book, the author (Dr. Mahdi Arar, head of the language at Birzeit University) examines the body language, its movements and signals and suggests the meanings and implications of these movements and signals. He studied how the ancient linguistics, philosophers and fundamentalists, as well as his own language the Holy Koran and the Prophetic Hadith interpreted body language. The author gave a comprehensive introduction on the new western studies made on this subject. He also included all necessary examples, evidences and illustrations to support his arguments.

**The Jewels of Literature**  
*SALIM IBRAHIM SADER*

A literary book that includes an anthology of the most important Arabic books of the most important and famous Arab writers. It contains diverse and different subjects which meet the different tastes of Arabic literature readers.

**The Journey of Ibn Khaldoun**  
*IBN KHALDOUN*

A book that includes the biography of Ibn Khaldun. It describes his life day by day, the history of his ancestors and the suffering he endured in his life.

**Katila and Dimnah**  
*BAIDABA*

“This book is of wisdom and fun, written by Baidaba, an Indian philosopher. In order to make the wisdom reachable, easy and fun, he wrote his stories about ‘talking’ animals. It was translated into Arabic by Abdullah bin Al Muqaffa stating that this book is of wisdom and is chosen by wise men. He also mentioned that it should be read by children and young people, for if they did not understand it then, they would find it a treasure at an older age. An example of the stories would be: Three fishes, Lion, bull, monkey, ...”
Nihayat Al’Arab fi Founoun Al Adab
SHEHAB ADDIN AL NOUEIRY

An important encyclopedic book that combines literature, history, geography, economics, sociology, science of religion, governance systems, biographies and arts and sciences as well as other forms of knowledge that make this book a valuable encyclopedia that the Arabic civilization was proud of during the Middle Ages.

Masalek Al Absar fi Mamalek Al Amsar
SHEHABUDDIN IBN FAI'AL ALLAH DUMARI

An encyclopedic book in which the author described great and famous countries. He explained all related issues of countries he described in this book, making each and every country, with its landscape, history, geography, population, habits and customs easily understood by the reader.

Philosophy of History
DR. HASHEM YEHYA AL MALLAH

This book deals with the philosophy of history. The author talked about the historical roots and origins of the philosophy of history, and the course of history and its purpose. He introduced the ideas and theories provided by different Philosophical Schools in the realm of the philosophy of history.

The Commandments of Scholars, Caliphs and men of wisdom in the Abbasid Era
DR. RONAK TAWFIK ALI AL-NDURASY

A book in the art of the commandments, which has been known since ancient times but no light was shed on it. This book introduces us the commandment by defining it, then differentiate between the commandment in Islam and the commandment in literature. It also distinguishes between speech and commandment. This book dealt with the commandments of writers, caliphs and men of wisdom in the Abbasid period and studied it in a technical way. In addition, the book cited a number of the commandments in pre-Islamic and Islamic eras.
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The award winning Dar Al Kitab Allubnani for Printing, Publishing & Distribution and Al Masri for Printing, Publishing & Distribution was founded in 1950 and publishes giant books.

Let’s do excellent work
ABD TAWAB YUSSEF

An encyclopedia of ten sections in one volume, it teaches the culture to children and gives them an opinion about the method of excellence whether in Arabic Language or in Science and I converse about the culture of Arabs and the method of preparing for examinations and to benefit from the vacation, and the preparing to return to school.

Let’s learn
ABD TAWAB YUSSEF

A series of ten sections in one volume. Teach the children the method how to cultivate as being children in a frame of tales addressed to their understanding by the mean of story telling and through that, the writers of these tales distinguish themselves and child gets its meaning of superiority from it.

Series of Universe and stars
SABRI DEMERDACH

A series composed of ten sections and has a subject of limited educational goals, after reading it, the child and the youths are able to recognize the distinguished characteristics of the sun and its levels, and at the beginning of each series there is an identification card for each star.

The Electronics series
MDHAMED SAIID

A superior edition in colors composed of ten sections and has a volume, speaks about scientific developments, such like communications, electrical circuit, transistor, Luminary vision, laser, and others of Electronics Sciences form an excitement for children and for the youths in a very simple method to understand it by a child and the new generation.
A tour from the sky of the world
SABRI DEMERDACH

A superior edition in colors for children and youth, ten sections colored drawings, a new method for children and youth, the child star speaks about himself to Jupiter & Uranus, Pluto, comets, Saturn, Neptune, meteors meteorites & other forms which the child understand and get the information’s in a simple and thrilling method.

The pictured International Encyclopedia for children and youths

It is an encyclopedia interesting for all the family members and consists of all the scientific methods and answers all the questions regarding the mind of the child and the youth, the mother & the teacher reader in a wide scientific way and in a simple understandable method.

Twenty first century Encyclopedia for science, Technology and nature

Arabic encyclopedia, English encyclopedia, French encyclopedia, consist of 10 sections.

The scientific Atlas

1 - Is composed of three sections, the first physiology of human being.
2 - The second section about plants’ world in the same simple method.
3 - Animal World.
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Tajweed & Memorizing the Qur’an

Facilitating the operation of Qur’an memorization, by making the eyesight share the mind to memorize the words of Allah, by distinguishing the verbs background via yellow or green color, depending on the subject of each paragraph.

Miraculous Dual Verses on the Qur’anic Pages

Highlight dual verses in each Qur’anic page, between them there is an integrated relationship in form and meaning, to reveal new miracles in the book of Allah.

Azharia Educational Textbook on Studying Arabic

An Educational Textbook that will help non-Arabic speaker to learn and speak Arabic language easily. (Published in English).

Tajweed Qur’an with the 10 Readings on the Margin.

The color-coding of these narrations achieves your willing by a creative method, saving your time and effort, where the words which have several aspects of reading, highlighted on the same Qur’anic page, the explanation of these aspects are placed via its distinguished colors on the wide margin of the Tajweed Qur’an.

Tajweed Qur’an with meaning, translation and Transliteration into English.

Tajweed Qur’an with meaning translation on the margin of the right page & transliteration on the left page, also color coded Tajweed.

Tajweed Qur’an with meaning, translation and Transliteration into English with Electronic Read Pen

Tajweed Qur’an with meaning translation on the margin of the right page & transliteration on the left page, also color coded Tajweed (With Electronic Read Pen).
Knowledge Management
DR. SAEED GHALEB YASSIN

This book encompasses seven chapters highlighting the principles and systems of knowledge, the evaluation and measurement of knowledge capital or intellectual capital, the strategy of knowledge along with the pure technical research and the fields of evaluating and measuring the Arabic intellectual capital as well as analyzing the application of the knowledge management program in the Arab environment through a brilliant rational strategic vision.

Medical Marketing, Strategic Gateway
DR. RASHAD MOHAMMAD AL-SAAED AND DR. MAHMOUD AL-SOMAYDEI

Medical marketing is one of the vital and hard issues, this book discusses the most important primary concepts of medical marketing through stating and analyzing all the tasks and activities included within medical marketing and which constitute a basis for all medical marketers in order to market such products in a right and effective way.

Methods of Statistics
DR. SHAFIQ AL-ATQUM

This book constitutes of fourteen chapters. Each of them contains many examples that are illustrative, practical, economic, financial, administrative, and promotional etc. In addition, each chapter includes a number of questions and exercises for students and researchers.

Technology Management
DR. GHASSAN QASSEM AL-OMI

This book aims at providing knowledge and practical enrichment allowing the reader to realize the modern main concepts, principles, and patterns in technology management in the fields of production and operations depending on the most modern specialized sources. It contains eight chapters that highlight the integration of knowledge and practical application of technology management.
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Dar Al Manahel is a cultural foundation for publishing and distribution established in 1985. Its publication subjects include philosophy, psychology, literature, history and health. It has also issued special collections for children and youngsters.

Women's Poetry In the Islamic and Umayyad Eras
SAAD BU FLADA

The author studies women's poetry during both eras from an objective and technical point of view. He also examines women's status, and the political, social and cultural background of their poetry.

Al Farabi's Philosophical Works
EDITED WITH INTRODUCTION AND NOTES
BY JAAFAR AL YASIN AL FARABI

This volume contains the following publications:
- Al Tanbih‘a Sabil
  As-Sa‘adah
- Al Ta’alikat
- Kitab Tahsil As-Sa‘adah
- Risalatul Falsafiyatan

A Concise Study of the History of Sufism
KAMIL MUSTAFA AL SHABIBI

This book discusses Sufism in a simplistic way to make it accessible.

Mafatih Ul Um Of Al Khawarazmi
EDITED BY A.A. AL AASAM

The first Arabic encyclopedia for scientific terms. Al Khawarazmi was a pioneer in disseminating scientific knowledge.
The Dictionary of Assassinated Politicians in Arab and Islamic History
FOUAD SALEH EL-SAYED

A unique dictionary that covers political assassinations in Arab and Islamic history. It contains 1221 biographies of assassinated politicians over a period of more than 1500 years.

Color in Andalousian Poetry: A Semantic and Technical Study
HAFIZ AL MAGHRIBI

This book is a semantic and technical comparative study of arts and poetry.
A publishing house specialized in publishing and distributing children’s books, text books and educational materials

First Day at School
A boy who is afraid of going to school. At first, he had this bad idea & horrible nightmares where he imagined his school a terrible place. But later on as his mum insists on him to go to school, he finds out that school is fun and a nice place to go to.

Rania and the Cloud
While Rania was sitting with her father on the swing reading a book, she fell asleep. She starts dreaming of riding a cloud that takes her on a trip all around the world where she enjoys watching the most significant monuments, such as The Pyramids in Egypt and a few ones as well. This story has won the best story award for the year 2009 in Jordan.

Dino Offers Help
Dino, who is a friendly dinosaur, is always nice to his friends. Whenever they need any help, he is the first one to offer it. But he discovers that sometimes his friends must work on their own because in such cases as in school exams, this would be called cheating.

The Patrol Officer
A little bird works as a patrol officer, helps animals to abide by the traffic rules, such as to fasten seat belts. Whenever someone is driving the car and holding each other’s hands before crossing the street.

Dino and the Bacteria
This time our friendly dinosaur Dino has been infected by germs while playing with his friends Sato and Reta in the forest. He never knew that he must keep his body clean after playing and going to the bathroom and before eating.
Arabic language and literature
DR. IBRAHEEM SAMERAEI

Four parts about ancient schools of Arabic language since the old days of grammar, Basra And Koufa, Baghdad, Andalusia, Egypt and Syria

Comparing Religions
DR. MOHAMMAD AL KHATIB

This study compares the main known religions from different angles like history, doctrines, resources, beliefs, habits, branches, holy books,

Arab Scientists
KHEIR SHOWAHEEN

Each part of the book discusses a different branch of sciences along with main Arab names in the World of history, Math, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Geography, Astronomy, Technology, Medicine, Pharmacy, Agriculture, Art, Sports, and Literature
Al Mokhtar Publishers was founded in 2000. It specialises in publishing encyclopedias as well as youth books, dictionaries and novels. Dar Al Mokhtar is part of the wider Dar Al Jil group.

**The Illustrated Kalila Wa Dimna Stories**

VARIOUS AUTHORS

Kalila wa Dimna is a series of 20 stories for children in 8 books about animal heroes. These stories are:
- The Turtle and the Two Ducks.
- The Pigeon, the Fox and the Heron.
- The Duck and the Crab.
- The Wolf, the Crow, the Jackal and the Camel.
- The Owl and the Crows.
- The Lion and the Jackal.
- The Two Wolves: Kalila and Dimna.
- The Monkey and the Turtle.

**Ishtar**

DORID AUDI

Ishtar is a famous mythical personality in the Arab world. In this new novel Don Audi aims to relate the love story between Ishtar and Adonis from an original perspective.
Cultural institution engaged in publishing, translation & distribution, specialized in children’s books & literature as well as General and family books. Dealing with various libraries and distributors in the Arab world, it also participates in various Arab & International fairs and has relations with foreign and global publishers related to translation and copyrights of books.

Heroes of Phoenicians Series

A series of 6 illustrated stories on Phoenician culture.

Little Big Foot Series

Board amusement booklets that teaches younger children about different animals. Each book is designed to be a shaped book for every animal with big feet, so the child can play with, read and sing the stories.

100 Photos - Animals

Let’s have a look at this big animals’ collection inside the pictured album, where the animals almost look real. It contains a variety of wild animals, sea animals, baby animals and many others with English / Arabic translations.

Stories of Princesses

A foam Board book with shiny colors consisted of princesses stories which attracted the reader, where children in different ages trace it, besides the simple style and designed illustrations included in the book.

Musical Stories

It is the musical plays and opera which we’ve heard about along history. We were keen to show our reader these plays in its several love, murder and sacrifice topics such as: Carmen, Tosca, Aida and other Opera themes accompanied with abstractive illustrations.

Let’s find out series 1/3

Board amusement booklets that teaches younger children about farm animals. Turn the wheel to know more how animals give us food and cloth, and also what do animals eat.
Dar Al Kalam was established in 2002. Its fundamental aim is to publish Arabic heritage works and to build a communication bridge for knowledge and education between writers and Arab readers.

**Rafic Hariri: Testimonials to the Martyr**  
**AHMAD AL ZOHBI**

These testimonials written by various people from Kings to intellectuals give us an insight into Rafic Hariri’s motivation, patriotism and vision.

**Dictionary of the Arabic Language**  
**HALA AMOIJN**

This dictionary highlights common errors made by people in the Arabic language.

**Al Moetamad Fi Al Adweyah Al Mofrada**  
**1222-1295**  
**AL GASANIEH AL TOURKOMANE**

This book is a pharmaceutical reference. It lists herbal medicines which can treat a number of ailments.

**The World of Women**  
**MASDUMA ALAMAH**

This book is a comprehensive encyclopedia for women. It deals with emotions, sex, family life, problems, health and beauty amongst other things.

**Arabic Calligraphy**  
**HASAN KASIM HACH**

This book is an artistic encyclopedia that shows the beauty of Arabic Calligraphy, its forms, schools, and its principles of learning. It is also concerned with the history of this science and the biography of the most famous Arabic graphologists throughout history.